COOKING

*Actual labels may differ from shown

SINGLE / DOUBLE BUILT IN OVEN (BI models only)
Serial label located under the control panel in the interior of the oven.

MODEL NUMBER SERIAL NUMBER

GAS / CERAMIC / INDUCTION COOKTOPS
Serial label located on the bottom of the basepan.

FREESTANDING COOKER (OR60 models only)
Serial label located on the back of the product.

MODEL NUMBER SERIAL NUMBER

FREESTANDING COOKER (OR61 models only)

SINGLE / DOUBLE BUILT IN OVEN (OB76/OB30, OS30/OD30 models only)
Serial label located inside the top oven panel behind the cavity.

SINGLE / DOUBLE BUILT IN OVEN (OB60 models only)
Serial label located inside the top oven panel behind the cavity.

SINGLE BUILT IN OVEN (OB60SL models only)
Serial label located underneath the oven control panel.

SINGLE OVEN (OB90/OB36 models only)
Serial label located on inside of the front frame.

COOKSURFACE
Serial label located on the underside of the cooktop near the gas entry point on the left.
There is also a label on the front left of the chassis which might be visible in some installations.

RANGEHOODS
Serial label located inside product. Remove Right Filter to access.
Slide-out models:
Serial label located inside product. Open Rangehood and remove filter.

FREESTANDING COOKER (OR90, OR120 models only)
OR90 models:
Serial label located on the right hand side of the storage compartment flap.
OR120 models:
Serial label located on the chassis behind the right hand side storage drawer.

MODEL NUMBER SERIAL NUMBER
DISHWASHING

SINGLE DISHDRAWER DISHWASHER

Serial label located inside cabinet, underneath drawer.

DOUBLE DISHDRAWER DISHWASHER

Serial label located inside cabinet, underneath the top drawer.

DISHWASHER

Serial label located inside product on the left hand side of the door.
TOP LOADING CLOTHES WASHER

Serial label located on the back of the top panel.

MODEL NUMBER  SERIAL NUMBER

FRONT LOADING CLOTHES WASHER

Serial label located at the top of the door frame when the door is opened.

MODEL NUMBER  SERIAL NUMBER

CLOTHES DRYER

Serial label located on the inside of the door or on the back of the product.

MODEL NUMBER  SERIAL NUMBER

SMART LOAD DRYER

Serial label located on the back of the product.

MODEL NUMBER  SERIAL NUMBER

DE08/DG08 FRONT LOADING DRYER

Serial label located at the top of the door frame when the door is opened.

MODEL NUMBER  SERIAL NUMBER
KITCHEN COMPANION PRODUCTS

MICROWAVE OVEN (OM36 models only)

MODEL NUMBER SERIAL NUMBER

Serial label located inside the oven frame on the bottom.

COFFEE MAKER (EB60 models only)

MODEL NUMBER SERIAL NUMBER

Serial label located behind the front fascia on the left hand side.

WARMING DRAWER (WB60 models only)

MODEL NUMBER SERIAL NUMBER

Serial label located on the left hand wall inside the warming drawer.

COMPACT OVEN (OB60N8 models only)

MODEL NUMBER SERIAL NUMBER

Serial label located on right hand inside of the door frame.

STEAM OVEN (OS60 models only)

MODEL NUMBER SERIAL NUMBER

Serial label located inside the top oven panel behind the cavity.

*Actual labels may differ from shown